My War Memories, 1914-1918
discipline and training in peace-time which was to make up for our inferiority in numbers in the corning war.
My aim was to turn highly-disciplined troops into responsible
men possessed of initiative. Discipline is not intended to kill
character, but to develop it. The purpose of discipline is to
bring about uniformity in co-operating for the attainment of
a common goal, and this uniformity can only be obtained when
each one sets aside the thought of his own personal interests.
This common goal is—Victory. Words fail to describe the
demands that are made of a soldier in battle. To go " over
the top " under enemy fire is, indeed, an heroic act, but it is
by no means the most difficult. How much resolution and
readiness to shoulder responsibility is required of a man who
either has to lead or send others to certain death. Those are
acts the appalling nature of which no one can imagine who has
not himself had to perform them.	,
Besides the care of the men and the education of the noncommissioned officers—an education which was also calculated to assist them in their future callings—I attached the greatest importance to increasing the efficiency of the Officers' Corps and the training of the younger officers. While the personnel of the Regular Officers1 Corps is always the same, the officers of the Reserve, the N.C.O.'s and men change continually. So the Officers' Corps is the mainspring of the Army. The officers must therefore be thoroughly conversant with the Army's great deeds and possess a comprehensive knowledge of their country's history, as it is expected of all men who have to lead others. Nothing can be torn from its historical context without serious prejudice^ No one should forget that in times of danger the guardianship of the fortunes of the State devolves upon the officer, supported by the N.C.O. This explains the exclusive-ness of the Officers1 Corps and their holding aloof from political life.
I aimed at making my officers conversant with the conditions of modern warfare and endeavoured to strengthen in them that self-assurance which is essential to the fulfilment of their difficult task, but must not develop into arrogance.
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